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Purpose of study

� Looking at a mother’s distinct and overlapping neural responses to sad, neutral, and 
happy facial expressions of their own school-aged child

Previous Research

� Viewing different face expressions of one’s own compared to that of another child 
activated different brain areas involved in reward, threat detection, and empathy 
processes

� Associated with maternal valence and arousal ratings 

� Limitations of the previous research

� Looked mostly at happy and neutral facial expressions of their own child – few looked at sad 

� And when looking at sad affect – typically related to auditory (i.e., infant crying)

� Primarily researched infants (0-3 y/o)



This raises the questions…

� How might maternal responses differ in school age children versus infancy? 

� Does a maternal response to sad differ from their maternal response to happy faces of 
their own child compared to an unfamiliar child? (Maternal Affect Recognition)
� Sad would be associated with activation of areas involved in threat and salience detection (e.g., 

amygdala)

� Happy would be mainly associated with activation of areas involved in reward processing (e.g., 
ventral striatum, hippocampus) 

� Happy and sad will both activate areas associated with empathy (e.g., insula)



� The neural activation patterns above will be associated with 
the behavioral post-scan valence and arousal ratings of 
child’s facial expressions. 

� Positively valenced and highly arousing child pics would be 
associated with greater activation in reward related regions (i.e., 
ventral striatum, hippocampus)

� Negatively valenced and highly arousing child pics would be 
associated with greater activation in areas related to salience 
detection (i.e., amygdala)



Participants

� 30 mothers (3 eliminated due to movement in fMRI)

� age 27-48

� Pre-screened for psychiatric illnesses

� Nonadoptive child between ages 5-12

� Took pictures of child (facial expression) during mood induction session



fMRI and Post-fMRI tasks

fMRI

� Affect Recognition Task 
� Presented 90 pics of own child (30 happy, 30 neutral, 30 sad)

� 90 of unfamiliar child (30 happy, 30 neutral, 30 sad)

� Measured response time and hit rate

Post-fMRI

� Self-assessment measuring valence and arousal for each pic
� 7-point Likert-scale



Findings

� Viewing one’s own sad child was associated with 
differential activation in the amygdala, anterior cingulate 
cortex, insula, and hippocampus

� threat detection network

� Viewing one’s own happy child activated the 
parahippocampus and insula 

� reward network

� Viewing happy and sad pics of one’s own child activated 
the insula and superior temporal gyrus (overlapping)

� empathy network



Discussion Question: Sleep deprivation

� Kluczniok et al. (2017) studied maternal responses to sad and happy facial expressions of their own 
child and found that maternal brain activations differed depending on the child's affective state. 
Considering people who are sleep deprived often have blunted emotions and see neutral images as 
more negative, would mothers who are sleep deprived exhibit similar results in these brain activation 
regions as mothers with healthy sleep, or would different regions be impacted? Also, since empathy is 
blunted due to sleep deprivation, would the overlapping activation found in the empathy related 
networks work for these mothers in the same way as found within this study?

� I had a similar thought as I was reading the Kluczniok (2017) article and wondered how the outcomes of 
the study may differ if the sample were mothers experiencing depression. According to the depression-
distortion hypothesis, depressed mothers may have a negative cognitive bias that can distort or inflate 
their perceptions of their child’s emotional problems. Based on this idea, I wondered if their initial 
perception of their child’s emotions would also differ and how their brain activation would compare to 
the activation in this sample of “healthy” mothers. I think your question about sleep deprivation in 
mothers is very interesting, because sleep deprived mothers could still be considered “healthy” unlike 
mothers experiencing depression. If sleep deprivation is common among mothers with infants, that would 
have been an interesting variable to look at in those studies.



Discussion Questions: What about Dad?

� In the introduction to the study, the authors make a statement that although they are looking only at mothers, they 
expect paternal emotional recognition would be equally important for child development. How might paternal 
effects compare to those of mothers?

� Additionally, Kluczniok et al (2017) somewhat brushed aside the possible significance of paternal neurological 
responses to children's happy or sad faces. Anecdotally, I've often read about "dad reflexes" in response to children 
encountering dangerous situations. I've also heard that paternal bonding often happens later and that fathers don't 
"instantly love" their children in the same way mothers are often assumed to. A cursory search on Google Scholar 
confirms that studies have found that there is often some delay in paternal bonding in first-time fathers. In light of this 
information, do we think that paternal neurological response to infants', school-age children's, and emerging adult 
children's happy or sad face might differ from maternal responses?

� I found myself curious about a number of potential other areas for research that were outside of the scope of their 
study. For instance, these researchers said they "assume that paternal affect recognition (or that of significant other 
caregivers) would be of similar importance for a child’s development." Is this a fair assumption? Or is there reason to 
believe that there may be substantial differences between mothers and fathers or between related and non-related 
caregivers on this task?



Discussion Question: Oldest Child Syndrome?

� While reading this article, I noticed that they did not mention how many children the 
mothers participating in the study had or which child was participating if they had 
multiple. More specifically, are we looking at mothers responding to the emotional 
facial expressions of their first and/or only child? Does that make a difference? The 
reason I bring this up is because of the change in responses that we see parents 
have as they have more children. For example, first time parents are more likely to 
drop everything to respond to a child's cry compared to parents who have multiple 
children just being happy everyone is alive at the end of the day. Would we see 
different levels of activation with more 'seasoned' mothers?



Discussion Question: Reasonable Hypotheses?

� Kluczniok and colleagues (2017) link subcortical structures (e.g., amygdala, ACC, 
hippocampus, insula, etc.) to mother’s viewing differentially emotionally valanced 
faces of their own child and an unfamiliar child. The authors link these structures to 
different networks (e.g., reward, threat detection) and processes (e.g., fear, salience 
detection, empathizing). To some degree, there is subjective projection of what 
one ought to be feeling and what processes ought to be at play (for example, a 
mother’s threat detection network may be at play when seeing a sad face of their 
own child) rather than an objective and definitive observation. As discussed in the 
article, these conjectures are made on the basis of a bunch of studies indicating that 
such subcortical structures play an active role in threat detection. What’s the line 
between making reasonable assertions/hypotheses versus refraining from doing so, 
especially as it becomes more clear that subcortical structures are utilized in a wide 
variety of processes, emotions, and networks? 



Discussion Question: Complex emotions

� Kluczniok et al. (2017) examined maternal brain activation in response to the happy, 
sad and neutral facial expressions of their child. Would we expect to see 
similar activation patterns with the more complex emotions manifested by older 
children (e.g., pride, shame, guilt)— emotions that are not only harder to interpret for 
others but could also be considered to be less evolutionarily relevant (relative to 
basic emotions like fear)? Would the maternal brain be just as responsive or sensitive 
to this type of emotional expressions? Would we see empathy networks activate 
more? Would we expect there to be more overlap in activation? What about in 
response to changes in the intensity of emotional expression as children learn to self-
regulate? Or even in the case of feigned emotion?



Discussion Question: Siblings?

� As several other students have mentioned, it would be interesting to see if these 
same results extend to other parents or caregivers for the children. However, I am 
more curious about sibling relationships in this case and if older siblings in particular 
would show similar activation patterns to that of these mothers. Siblings can often 
create a strong bond and some could argue they may be better at noticing the 
nuances of more complex and mixed emotions of their brothers/sisters than their 
parents. Would the activations in an older sibling be similar to what was found in 
maternal figures or would it more closely mirror responses to the facial expressions of 
peers?



Discussion Question

� Klucznoik et al. (2017) found that affect recognition of sad and happy facial 
expressions of the own child activates overlapping and dissociable networks. How 
does this differ across mothers? How does parenting style impact this finding? How 
does attachment to the child factor into this? What would the results of this study look 
like if it was performed with mothers and their adult children? How would that impact 
activation of the different networks?



Future Research and Clinical Application

� Expand the research even further (past infants to school-aged children)

� Explore brain activity in mothers with mental health illness or symptoms (trauma, 
depression, anxiety)
� How does it impact continued development in their school-aged children?

� Can it lead to long-term changes in the brain activation pattern of the mother, and therefore 
influence maternal response longer?

� How might medications influence a maternal response?

� Therapeutic strategies



Simple explanation

� fMRI and the BOLD signal

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=drP8Nk67l1s


